
 

CUSTOM MORPHING SERVICE 

1. PLEASE READ OUR HELPFUL Tips for Getting the Best Custom Morphs 

2. NEXT, PLEASE FILL OUT A PROJECT SPECIFICATIONS FORM 

To help us provide an accurate quotation, please complete our Project Specifications Form and submit         
it to CustomMorphing (at) OOZandOZ.com with any existing artwork, logo, photographs, and/or layout 
sketches in the following PC file formats: .jpg, .psd, or .pdf.   

3. YOU WILL RECEIVE YOUR QUOTATION 

We’ll review your specs and images and email our quotation to you. 

4.  LICENSE AGREEMENT & DOWNPAYMENT 

Our images are licensed for a specific period of time, or for a one-time use. Once you have approved 
our quotation, we’ll send a License Agreement for your signature, along with an invoice. Production of a 
custom image commences when we receive a signed and dated License Agreement along with a 50% 
deposit and a purchase order (if applicable.) The remaining balance is due within 30 days of receipt of 
the final morphed artwork. Payments may be made by check, credit card or international wire transfer.  If 
payments are made by wire transfer an additional $20.00 fee per transaction will be required. 

5. PRODUCTION TIME & PROOFING OF IMAGES 

We need five business days to produce the final morphed artwork. Once the Morph is completed, we will 
notify you by email or by telephone and ship you a low resolution print of your custom Morph plus one 
Mirror Decoder for viewing. Upon your emailed or faxed approval to us, we will email you the final image  
as a high resolution .jpg or .pdf attachment. 

6. COPYRIGHTS 

Our dated copyright - e.g. ©2015 OOZ & OZ - must appear no smaller than 10 point type either along the 
curve of the Decoder positioning circle or within the perimeter of the licensed artwork on all final output. 

7. RESIZING OF IMAGES 

Custom Morphs are created to be printed at one specific size to suit our standard size Mirror Decoders.   
Should you desire to use the images at another size, our artists will re-size the images to match your 
reflectors ensuring end users have a successful viewing experience. This may require an additional fee. 

8. MIRROR DECODERS 

High quality Morphs are the first crucial component of OOZ & OZ’s concept. Picture-perfect Mirror 
Decoders are the second. We maintain strict quality control of Mirror Decoders. OOZ & OZ makes two 
kinds of Mirror Decoders, both reasonably priced. Should you wish to obtain your own reflectors, we will 
require two product samples and pricing quoted on the manufacturer’s /convertor’s dated letterhead. 
Approval of samples will be at OOZ & OZ’s sole discretion. If the samples are acceptable, then it becomes 
our option to match the pricing quoted. 
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